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NA62 – general purpose experiment
Flavor Physics

Hidden Sector Physics

Search for new Physics at the EW
scale with sizeable coupling to SM
par+cles via indirect eﬀects in loops:
Golden mode: K+ -> π+vv;

Search for New Physics below the EW
scale (MeV-GeV range) feeblycoupled to SM par+cles via direct
detec+on of long-lived par+cles:
HNL, Dark Photons, ALPs
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Fast recap of NA62

In this talk I will show you some results and perspec+ves from data
samples collected in 2007 and during the lasts data takings performed
in 2015 and 2016.
New data are collec+ng now, increasing the sta+s+cs of both for the
π+vv branching ra+o measurement and exo+cs research.
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NA62: an exo+c par+cle factory
The high-intensity setup, trigger system
ﬂexibility, and detector performance as
• high - frequency tracking of beam par+cles;
• redundant PID;
• ultra-high-eﬃciency photon vetoes;

make NA62 parIcularly suitable for searching
for new-physics eﬀect from diﬀerent
scenarios:
• Hevy Neutrios (2007 & 2015 data sample);
• Dark Photons (2016 data sample);
• ALP – Axion (2016 data sample);
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NA62: the 2007 setup
Main measurement [1]:
(SM compaIble)

Beam momentum: (74 ± 2) GeV
Alternate K+/K- beam
Trigger used: 1 track e± , 1 track µ±
Principal Detectors:
Spectrometer for decay products: Drig chambers:
Scin+llator hodoscope (HOD):
Liquid Krypton EM calorimeter (LKr):
Muon veto system (MUV)

[1] Phys. Le<. B 719 (2013) 326
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NA62: the actual setup

Main goal[2]: BR(K+ → π+vv) at 10% precision
Beam momentum: 75 GeV/c (±1%)
Subdetectors:
• Beam Tracker: kaon (GTK), π/μ/e (Straw)
• Herme+c veto detectors:
• Photons (LAV, LKr, SAC, IRC)
• Muons (MUV)
• Par+cle iden+ﬁca+on
• Kaon in the beam (KTAG)
• π/μ/e (RICH, LKr, MUV)
[2] NA62 collaboraPon, JINST 12 (2017) P05025

Data taking condiIons in 2015:
• Minimum bias at 1% of design beam
intensity;
• Beam tracker not available;
• kaon momentum es+mated as beam
average.
Data taking condiIon in 2016:
• Setup complete, working at ~40% of
the nominal beam intensity.
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Heavy Neutrinos
Observa+on of neutrino oscilla+ons -> massive neutrinos need to be accommodated in SM
The Neutrino Minimal SM (vMSM) [3] could give us a dark maqer candidate
explaining at the same +me the neutrino masses greater than 0:
• 3 right-handed neutrinos added to SM, masses: m1 ~ 10keV, m2,3 ~ 1 GeV;
• N1 can be the dark maqer candidate;
• N2,3 extra CPV-phases to account for Baryon Asymmetry, produce SM
masses via see-saw mechanism.
in NA62: if mN < mK, heavy neutrinos become observable directly via produc+on [4]:

Strategy: search for peaks in
Data Samples:
2007: muon sample
2015: electron sample
[3] Asaka et al., PLB 620 (2005) 17
[4] R. Shrock, Phys. Rev. D24 (1981) 1232.
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Heavy Neutrinos – 2007 results
• Dedicated νh MC simula+on for acceptance and
resolu+on as a func+on of the mh at 1 MeV/c2
intervals;
• 1 posi+vely charged muon track;
• No cluster of energy deposi+on with E > 2 GeV
associated to the track;
• Cuts on (Zvtx , θ, p, CDA, φ) to suppress muon halo
background;
• Masses considered: 300 MeV/c2 < mN < 375 MeV/c2
• Rolke-Lopez method [5] used to ﬁnd upper limits on
number of signal events;
NK ~ 6 x 107 kaon decays in the ﬁducial volume
No excess above 3σ observed
[5] ArXiv:physics/0403059
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Heavy Neutrinos – 2015 results
•

1 posi+vely charged track;

•

1 single electron-cluster in the LKr;

•

No photons in veto-detectors;

•

As before, heavy neutrino mass step: 1 MeV/c2;

•

Masses considered: 170 MeV/c < mN < 448 MeV/c2;

• Rolke-Lopez method [5] used to ﬁnd upper limits on
number of signal events;

NK ~ 3.11 x 108 kaon decays in the
ﬁducial volume

No excess above 3σ observed
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Heavy Neutrinos summary

• No heavy neutrino signal observed;
• Improves limits on for |U4µ4|2
• Improves limits on for |U4e4|2

Major analysis improvements with NA62 2016
high intensity
data set, e.g. fully working beam tracker
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Dark Photons
New U(1) gauge-symmetry sector, with a vector mediator field A’;
In a simple realization of such a scenario [6, 7], A’ would interact with
the SM photon through a “kinetic mixing” lagrangian:

The lagrangian might be accompanied by further interac+ons, both with SM
maqer and with a secluded, hidden sector of possible dark-maqer candidates.

Missing-energy signature might reveal its presence.
[6] L. Okun, Sov.Phys.JETP 56 (1982) 502;
[7] B. Holdom, Phys.Le<. B166 (1986) 196.
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NA62: a

0
π

generator

NA62 is looking for

where:

Exploi+ng extreme photon-veto capability and high resolu+on
tracking while sustaining a high-rate environment makes the
dark photon analysis synergic with and parasi+c to the
K+ → π+νν measurement.
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Signal Vs Background
Analysis based on 1.5×1010 K+ from 2016 data sample.
Squared missing mass is expected to peak around A’ mass and
around 0 for the Standard Model photon.

π0-> γγ

A’ masses
from 40 to
120 MeV

Results from MC simula+ons
using various Aʹ masses are
superimposed to the expected
contribu+on from π0 -> γγ data
in wich ne photon cluster in the
electromagne+c calorimeter
has been ﬁc++ously excluded.
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Strategy
The width of the background
peak is due to experimental
resolu+on eﬀects.

They are mainly leg-right
symmetric.

The total number of events can be calculated as:

data-driven background
es+ma+on, based on the tail with
nega+ve missing mass values.
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Results
No sta+s+cally signiﬁcant excess observed in ~1.5 x 1010 K+ decays.
New upper limits at the 90% CL in the plane of the coupling (ε) versus
the Aʹ mass are obtained.

Limit improves linearly
with N(K+)

Results indicate that the sta+s+cal capability of NA62
allows an improvement on previous recent results. A
more reﬁned background evalua+on is needed.
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Axion-Like Par+cles
• Not only Kaon decays;
• NA62 oﬀers a very good discovery poten+al for Axion-Like
ParPcles (ALPs) in the MeV to GeV range[8]:
• weak coupling: high reac+on rate, longer life+mes,
suﬃcient energy.

[8] arXiv:1512.03069
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Axion-Like Par+cles
• Pseudo-scalar ALP created by photon fusion (Primakov eﬀect);
• Long-lived, weakly-interac+ng par+cles produced along with nominal beam
directly/ decay;
• NA62 has the possibility to dump the enIre beam by closing TAX (∼1012 p/s) and
removing target;
• Copper TAX → coherent Z2 enhancement with charge;
• collected ∼ 2.5 × 1015 POT in dump in end of 2016.
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ALPs in NA62
• decay length γβτ, ALP life+me τ ∼ 1/(g2m3) ;
• the projected limits fold as input:
• 1. the diﬀeren+al cross-sec+on for produc+on,
• 2. coincidence and acceptance in EM calorimeter,
• 3. probability to decay within the decay volume
NA62 → small d, large E: one day run+me as ‘dump’ is sensi+ve to new
physics (90% conﬁdence at 0 background)
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Analysis ongoing

m = 40MeV, g=2x10-4GeV-1

• Challenging: photon is not tracked: know only E1, E2, d in Ecal, need to impose
mass or decay point to discriminate;
• miIgaIon: only extend beyond exis+ng limits at small ld : decay in absorber:
• yields the ALPs in reach highly boosted Ea = Eγ1 + Eγ2
• their barycenter enclose a (computable) non-zero angle θ
• compare charged sample in side-band, deduce expected background in signal
region → op+miza+on of signal eﬃciency for (g,m) in full MC on the way
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Conclusions
• NA62 is a general purpose experiment, and its physics program
is complementary to the collider one.
• NA62 searches for heavy neutrino produc+on in charged kaon
decays were presented:

Ø New limits on the heavy neutrinos producIon have been found.

• A preliminary analysis on the dark photon search has been
shown:

Ø A new limit on the dark photon producIon has been presented
already with only 5% of the en+re 2016 data sample;
• Huge improvements both on the sta+s+cs and on the analysis are ongoing;

• Furthermore, NA62 has possibility to run as a dump experiment,
looking for new physics produced in its TAX:
Ø Analysis for Axion like parIcles is on-going.
Ø Analysis of the backgrounds is fundamental for any other dump
experiment project.
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HELPFUL SLIDES
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2007 - Heavy neutrinos halo reduc+on
In order to reduce the main background of muon halo, a 5-dimensional cut has
been applied on Zvtx , θ, p, CDA, φ:

The events outside the contours are rejected. The arrow indicates the start of the
ﬁducial volume.
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2007 – background sources

• The es+mate of systema+c uncertainty associated with NK is obtained by varying the cut on
m2miss by ±σm2 resul+ng in a varia+on of 0.2%. The contribu+on from B(K+ → μ+νμ) results in a
varia+on of 0.15%. The overall systema+c uncertainty on kaon decay background varies from
0.6% to 1.0% of the total expected background as a func+on of m2miss
• To es+mate the uncertainty on the K+ → μ+νμ background due to non-Gaussian tails in the
DCH resolu+on: sample of K+ → π+π0 decays, selected with only LKr calorimeter is used.
From this comparison it is inferred that the uncertainty on the background es+mate in the K+
→ μ+νh signal region does not exceed 6% of the total expected background;
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See-Saw mechanism
• The 3 light neutrinos are decoupled from heavy ones.
Sterling ac+ve oscilla+ons are negligible.
• It forecast:
– Small masses for neutrinos (<< masses loaded fermions);
– Neutrinos are Majorana par+cles;
– Sterile neutrinos have masses >> of SM neutrinos.

– SEE:
[21] T. Yanagida, in: O. Sawada, S. Sugamoto, (Eds.), Proc. of
the Workshop on the Uniﬁed Theory and the Baryon Number
in the Universe, Tsukuba, Japan, 13–14 February 1979, KEK
Re- port KEK-79-18, Tsukuba, 1979, p. 95;
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SHIP Experiment

• Expected 2 x 1020 proton on target in 5 years.
• Target closer to detector:

Ø Angular acceptance up to 20 mrad (NA62 LKr angular
acceptance between 1 and 8.5 mrad)

• Molybdenum target (Z = 42)

Ø NA62 is using copper (Z = 29)
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Rk 2007

Based on 59813 reconstructed
electron decay, with 8% of
contamitan+on
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